http://aws.amazon.com/sap/

AWS and SAP: How can we help?

Here are just some of the options available to you…

Initial SAP and AWS meeting.

An SAP specialist from AWS will assess
your current business priorities and assist
you to understand potential options
involving SAP and/or AWS.

AWS executive briefing.

A personalized combination of multiple
30 minute sessions focused on what is
important to you and your executive
colleagues. For example: Innovating with
AWS in your Industry, SAP and AWS, Data
and Analytics, AWS culture.

SAP on AWS business case.

Understanding the financial implications
of migrating your existing SAP application
landscape to AWS with a focus on:
AWS architecture, migration costs and
operating costs. This process will include
a comparison to your current SAP
infrastructure costs.

SAP availability advisor.

An in depth look at failure scenarios and
fault tolerances and how this ties back to
the architecture of your SAP environment
on AWS.

SAP on AWS proof of concept.
A mini project to prove the technical
performance of your current SAP
application, and data, on AWS.

SAP well architected review.

Focusing specifically on your existing SAP
on AWS environment this workshop is a
guided conversation to run through the
AWS Well Architected Framework.

SAP and AWS newsletter, ANZ.

Stay updated via these periodic summaries
of: customer stories, thought leadership,
upcoming events, AWS tech updates,
and more!

Modern data architecture
workshop.

A workshop to explore the methods and
benefits of combining SAP and non-SAP
data in a cloud native data lake.

SAP migration discovery. Rapid

assessment of your current SAP landscape
to define the proposed target platform
in AWS with high level migration
considerations.

Initial contact points - ANZ
Paul Candy | Principal Specialist – SAP @ AWS | candypc@amazon.com | 0400 180 931
Mark Finlayson | Principal Specialist – SAP @ AWS | mafinla@amazon.com | 0409 607 529
Andrew Powell | Enterprise Applications Lead | powllan@amazon.com | 0488 416 587

